No.2019/M (N)/509/5

Director (NCO)
IRCA Office
New Delhi

Sub: - Rise in Number of Local Passing of Wagons in ROH Depots and Workshops over Indian Railways.

*****

The local passing in ROH depots and Wagon workshops has been showing an increasing trend. As a measure to reduce this trend, the following has been decided

1. Redistribution of NCO staffs either locally or through transfers from other depots/offices to achieve availability on all days of the week. The plan must be as per the extant transfer policy & must be approved by Mechanical (Freight) Dte./Railway Board.

2. A 24 Hours neutral control is operating at the Delhi HQ of NC Organization which collects wagon inspection data on daily basis. As soon as information is received regarding local passing of wagons, the Director/NCO must contact the concerned CWM/Sr.DME to take immediate corrective action.

3. On 15th & the last day of the month (or the next working day in case of office closure) the position to be reviewed by DME/Freight with Director/NCO so that any required intervention from RB can be taken.

It is requested to take necessary action accordingly and start the activities without delay.

VIVEK MOHAN
Dir. Mech. Engg. (Freight)
Railway Board